
A TELEMATICS SOLUTION WITH 
MORE THAN 2M ACTIVE DEVICES 
AND TRUSTED BY THOUSANDS 

OF FLEETS WORLDWIDE

        Analytics

Advanced analytics for your most critical business metrics.

“When it came to selecting a 
telematics service for our fleet we had 
many choices, but when it comes to 
quality of equipment, support, service 

the only real choice was assured 
Techmatics”

A hardware-agnostic platform that works with 
more than 1300 types of equipment.
 
assured Techmatics Analytics goes beyond simple monitoring and 
provides you with total visibility into the performance of your most critical 
business performance metrics.

Our platform promotes advanced security, ensures precise location 
detection and provides sophisticated video monitoring solutions. 

Flexible configurations allows you to create customizable driving quality 
assesment model based on violation criteria and coefficients that can 
be set for each vehicle individually providing a quality of driving analysis 
critical for your fleet operation.

Logistics and Transportation
Reduce costs and improve 
efficiency while lowering your 
fuel costs, increasing 
productivity and have faster 
response times.

Passenger RFID technology
Design to control passenger 
doing regular trips by special 
transport: school buses and 
corporate vehicles. Provides 
passenger history, online 
monitoring, instant notifications 
and informative reports.  

Driving behavior
Individual sets of criterias to 
analyze driving quality for 
each vehicle and driver in a 
user-friendly visual format.

Vehicle performance
Detailed insight on vehicle 
performance with hundreds of 
metrics such as instantaneous 
and historical fuel efficiency, 
fuel rate, accellerator position, 
harsh acceleration, harsh 
breaking, harsh cornering, 
coolant temperature and 
much more.

COMPANY:

Acco Terramar
Time-sensitive delivery.



Leverage insights gained by assured 
Techmatics Analytics to eliminate 
guesswork, improve internal 
processes, minize costs and drive 
business profitability.

8230 Coral Way
Miami, FL 33155

305-971-6777 office
info@assuredTechmatics.com

WEB  www.assuredTechmatics.com

For information  on becoming a reseller contact 

us at:

EMAIL  resellerinfo@assuredTechmatics.com

DATA-DRIVEN DECISIONS
Telematics, together with data 
analytics can create positive impact 
on any business’ botton line growth, 
improve customer satisfaction and 
operational efficiency.

assured Techmatics Analytics helps the 
insurance industry gain accurate, 
in-depth data regarding consumer 
behavior, risk and lifestyle patterns. 

Our on-board sensors and data 
collection points, used in passenger 
counting systems, vehicle location, 
ticketing provides unprecedented 
potential for obtaining insights into 
planning and managing transportation 
networks. Our assured Techmatics 
Analytics solution brings conventional 
tracking tools’ hidden data directly to 
your attention.

.

Maintenance 
Use our analytics solution to plan, control and 
record expenditures for maintenance.

Driver Behavior
Gain important driver behavior information 
to eliminate risks, guesswork and your 
dependency on probability. Make data-driven 
business decisions. 

Logistics
Reduce fleet expenses by using powerful 
algorithms while creating routes, loading and 
distributing orders among your vehicles. 

Passenger Transportation
Our scheduled transportation management 
solution is designed to control fixed routes, 
create stops, manage schedules, track 
performance in real time.

Open APIs
Industry standard protocols for full 
telematics and custom integrations with third 
party transportation management systems.

Agribusiness
Control crops rotation and field works with 
our powerful analytics solution.

“After installing the Logistics 
module, our out-of-route, 
revisits are almost 
non-existent.”

Find out how we can help your 
business by contacting us today!


